ON THE MINIMUM MODULUS OF AN ENTIRE ALGEBROID FUNCTION OF LOWER ORDER LESS THAN ONE
BY MlTSURU OZAWA §1. Kjellberg [1] extended the famous Wiman theorem in the following manner:
Let f(z) be an entire function of lower order μ (0^iμ<l). Then In this paper we shall extend this theorem to an ^-valued entire algebroid function of lower order less than one. Our theorem is the following: ( 1 ) log m*(r, ^4)^^ log m*(r)+O(l).
Assume that 2) is the case. The following fact is worth while to be remarked. If m*(r) does not tend to zero as r-^oo, then there is a sequence {r p } for which 0. Then lim sup * ^ lim sup log M(r) ι>->~ log Hence by cos πμ^O the desired result holds trivially. Therefore we may assume that m*(r)->0 as r-»oo. In this case we have for r^n
instead of (1). On the other hand as Valiron [2] did by In what follows we shall give a proof along Kjellberg's idea, borrowing his several estimates for various quantities, for the two-valued case. The general nṽ alued case can be handled quite similarly. 
Let R be a sufficiently large value belonging to {r n } for which
for an arbitrary given ε>0. Let R z =Rβ. By the same method as in Kjellberg's paper we finally have
Now we chose ε sufficiently small for which As Kjellberg did we replace I(R ly R 2 ) by in (A). Then we arrive at the final result similarly.
Thus we have

A(R -R\> -k( I 5}
Further we can remove the assumptions g 1 (0) = l ) flf a (0)=l as in Kjellberg's.
